Mr. Lascot

Lesson / Subject
Photo Narrative
 Tell a story about a

person’s or small
group’s personal
experiences with a
sequence of 8-10
images. Caption your
images with text from
a poem or a song’s
lyrics.

Directions

Expectations

This assignment is about exploring
compositional principals, transitions,
and camera shots to create a
sequential narrative with photos.

Transitions:
 Use at least 3 different transitions total to tell your story:
o Moment to Moment
o Action to Action
o Subject to Subject
o Scene to Scene
o Aspect to Aspect
o Non-Sequitur (no relationship)
REFER TO INTERTEXTUALITY AND TRANSITIONS.PDF

Capture individuals, pairs or small
groups of people in public and
private settings.
 Create a series of 8-10
photographs total.
 Your series should tell a story,
and relate to the poem or lyrics of a
song you choose.
 Your images do not necessarily
have to literally illustrate the poem
or song.
 Images should have an
interesting relationship to text. This
relationship is called
intertextuality. Try creating some
interesting juxtapositions.

Camera Angles (Technique):
 Include one of EACH of the following PAIRS of shots (4 shots total,
minimum):
o Low Angle / High Angle
o Wide Shot / Medium Shot
o Close-Up / Extreme Close-Up
o Bird’s Eye View / Worm’s Eye View.
REFER TO CAMERA ANGLES.PDF
Communication:
 Add your text from your poem or lyrics in Photoshop. Keep the font
simple, clean, and impactful.
Application:
 Crop and make minor adjustments to the photo and add text before
posting.
 10 shots total recorded in log and saved.
 Save as FirstLastNarrative#(1, 2, 3 etc.).jpg (4”x6” @72ppi).
 Upload your series to Flickr and organize the photos in sequence. Note
the name of the song and the author/artist in the Flickr description.
AS ALWAYS:
 Record Aperture, Shutter Speed, and ISO settings for each
 Image should be correctly focused (not blurry where it shouldn't be)
 Image should be correctly exposed (not under/over exposed or grainy)

